Introduction
Let W be an open Riemann surface. We say thal W satisfies the (absolute) LD-maximum principle if every end I/ of. W , i.e., a subregion of ?7 with compact relative boundary 0V,has the property that each functionin AD(V), the class of analytic functions with a finite Dirichlet integral on V : V U AV, assumes its supremum on 0V. It is natural to expect that the validity of this principle presumes some sort of weakness of the ideal boundary of W . Actually, our main theorem (Theorem 1) asserts that, given any end V CW and any f e AD(V), the cluster set of / attached to the relative ideal boundary of I/ is a null-set of class .l[pr in the familiar notation of Ahlfors-Beurling. This result is completely analogous to that of Royden concerning Riemann surfaces which satisfy a similar principle for bounded analytic functions [19] .
The interest in the class of surfaces introduced above stems in part from the fact that it contains both Ox» and O4,p (see Chapter 2). In particular, owing to Theorem 1, the boundary theorems of Constantinescu 
